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chapter i Introduction

1.1 Introduction

With asurging increase indemand for personal wireless radio communications within the past decade, there isagrow

ingneed for technological innovations to satisfy these demands. Future technology mustbe able to allow users to effi

ciently share common resources, whether it involves the frequency spectrum, computing facilities, databases, or storage

facilities. As with mobile cellular telephony, the driving forces behind this demand includes the mobility and flexibility

thatthis technology provides. In contrast to wired communications, future personal communication networks will allow

users the connection to a multitude of resources while enjoying the freedom of mobility. A particular area of growing

interest is indoor wireless communications.

In an indoor environment, the use of a wireless communication link removes any need for wiring. Besides the

removal of the costs associatedwith wiring, wireless links allow the network to operate undisturbed while new usersare

added.

While mere is a strong desire for this technology, there aremany obstacles and issues that need to be addressed. The

issue of portability places constraints on the size and on the power consumptionof the terminals. In addition, transmis

sions in an indoor environment face the harsh degradations ofmultipath channels.

In this document, a novel digital modulation and multiple access scheme called Multi-Carrier CDMA (MC-

CDMA) [1] [2] [3] is analyzed. Although this modulationtechnique in this report is applied primarily to an indoor wire-
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Introduction

less radio network, this transmission schememayhaveotherapplications. Onepossibleapplication is vehicle-to-vehicle

communications for Intelligent Highway Vehicle Systems (IHVS). Thedeciding factors on whether this technique is fea

sible for a certain application depends largely on thephysical channel andthe baud rates of interest Under appropriate

conditions, MC-CDMA signals will propagate through multipath channels with little distortion1.

Although MC-CDMA resembles thesignal structure forOFDM when thesubcarriers arespaced as closely as possible,

themanner in which thesubcarriers areutilized isvery different. In [4] [5], OFDM is discussed asa means ofdecreasing

the effective baud rate by transmitting different data symbols on different subcarriers. With MC-CDMA, the same data bit

is transmitted over all subcarriers without changing the original baud rate.

In [3], a bound on the bit error rate for convolutionally-coded MC-CDMA is presented. In this scheme,a maximum-

likelihood detectionis performedon the received signalwhereall signalsincluding the interference are considered in the

decision makingprocess. For the MC-CDMA system thatweare analyzing, the receiveris assumed to be of a muchsim

pler form,detectingonly for the desiredsignalusingclassical diversity theory.

Thegeneral organization of thisdocument is as follows. Thediscussion begins withthereview ofmultipath channels

and itsimplications onwireless communications. InChapter 3,MC-CDMA isdescribed indetail. Itiscompared toother

conventional modulation techniques; differences andsimilarities arepointed out. In theprocess, motivations for thisnew

technique are discussed. Next, implementation of this modulation scheme will bediscussed with a possible transmitter

and receiver model. Inthe receiver model, different frequency equalization techniques are considered. InChapter 4,the

performance ofthis techmque inan indoor wireless environment isevaluated for Rayleigh and Rician fading channels.

Numerical results are presentedand discussedin Chapter5.

1. In this report, "distortion" means linear distortion ordispersion.
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chapter 2 Multipath Channels

2.1 Multipath Channels

When a binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulated signal istransmitted over awireless channel, the transmitted sig

nal decomposes intomultiple copies of theoriginal signal corresponding to multiple pathreflections offof thesurround

ing environment. Each path will experience anattenuation, a phase delay and a time delay. Atthe receiver, the received

signal consists of thesuperposition ofthese paths. Because of the random nature of the channel effects mentioned above,

the paths may add destructively. This phenomenon creates an obstacle for wireless communications.

Two parameters that are often used to characterize multipath channels are the delay spread and the coherence

bandwidth [6]. TTie delay spread, Td, isameasure ofthe length ofthe impulse response ofthe channel. Delay spreads lead

to intersymbol interference (ISI) and consequentiy degrade the performance of the system and complicate the receiver

design. Inindoor environments, the root mean square (r.m.s) delay spread isingeneral small with typical values in the

range of 10- 50ns. [7]. Also of interest is thenumber ofresolvable paths, which isdefined to be

L =

Lr»J
+ 1 d)

where Td is the maximum delay spread and Tb isthe symbol duration. For narrowband communications, there isusually

only one resolvablepath for transmission rates up to 1 Mbauds/sec.

As a measure of the correlation ofthe fading between frequencies, the coherence bandwidth isdirectiy related tothe

delay spread. For an exponentially distributed delay spread power profile, the coherence bandwidth isgiven as

1

c 2nT' (2)

Two frequencies lying within the coherence bandwidth are likely toexperience correlated fading.
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Another channel phenomenon associated with wireless communications isthe Doppler spread. While itmay be inter

preted as a measure of the variation of theshift in thecarrier frequency, it is in some ways more intuitive to view it asa

measure ofthe rate at which the channel changes. Small doppler spreads imply alarge coherence time oraslowly chang

ing channel. Measurements indicate that Doppler shifts are relatively small and typically inthe range of0.3 to6.1 Hz [8]

inthe indoor environment. Thus, the channel may be assumed tobe constant over the symbol duration, Tb, for baud rates

up to 1 Mbaud/sec.

Within a small time window in which the effects ofthe channel are relatively constant, the received signal consists of

the contribution from the paths that arrive within this interval. Each path may be treated as avector with an amplitude and

phase. If the terminal ismoving or the surrounding environment is changing, the effects ofthe channel will randomly

change with time. Thus, at some points in time, the paths may add destructively and in others constructively. Obviously,

the case that is undesirable is when the channel attenuates the signal. Two distributions that are commonly used to

describe the random amplitudes resulting from multipath channels are the Rayleigh and Rician distributions.

Ifthere isno line-of-sight (LOS) component in the received signal, i.e, when the direct path isobstructed as with prop

agation inan outdoor environment over long distances, the received signal consists only ofscattered components due to

reflections with no dominant path. The received signal can be separated into an in-phase and a quadrature component

where each path will contribute an in-phase and a quadrature component. Assuming that there are a very large number of

paths, the in-phase and quadrature components can be assumed tobe zero-mean Gaussian random variables by the Central

Limit Theorem (CLT). Thus, the overall amplitude ofthe signal that results from the vector addition ofall components is

bydefinition Rayleigh distributed andthephase is uniformly distributed ontheinterval of [0,2n].

The Rayleigh distribution of p is defined to be

P .-£)/p(p)=^e (3)
2where a is thevariance of the in-phase and quadrature components. Two statistical quantities of interest are themean

and the secondmomentof the Rayleighrandomvariable. Theycan be determined to be

£p =J^a £p2 =2a2. (4)
If there isa direct LOS component, asinthe case ofindoor environments, the received signal will most likely consis

tent ofa dominant component corresponding to the LOS path and a scattered component due to reflections. Arbitrarily
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orienting the in-phase and quadrature components sothat the LOS component isin-phase, the received signal amplitude,

p, has a Rician distribution given by

/P(P) = -2e '°bJ (5)
2

where a represents the power ofthe scattered in-phase and quadrature components, bQ is the amplitude ofthe LOS

component and I0 (p) is the zeroth order modified Bessel function. The Rician distribution isoften characterized by the

Rician ^-factor, which isdefined to be the ratio ofthe power ofthe LOS component to the power ofthe scattered compo

nent and is given as

"'to*' (6)
Measurements ofthe indoor environments indicate that aRician /f-factor of10 isa typical value for an open-office inte

riorfloor plan [9] [10]. Astatistical quantity that isofinterest is the mean oftheRician distribution which canbefound to

be

J*-"aj2(?W'[(,+*)/»(f>t".<5)] m
where Ij (K) represents the first ordermodified Bessel function.

Many studies have been done on the channel modelling of indoor environments. The statistical models given

in[11] [12] may be more appropriate for wideband signals where there are many resolvable paths rather than innarrow

band communications where there isusually one resolvable path (i.e., Td «Tb).
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chapter 3 Principles ofMC-CDMA

3.1 What is MC-CDMA?

Multi-carrier CDMA is a digital modulation technique where a single data symbol is transmitted at multiple narrow

band subcarriers with each subcarrier encoded with a phase offset of0 or n based ona spreading code. The narrowband

subcarriers are generated using BPSK modulated signals, each atdifferent frequencies which at baseband are atmultiples

ofa harmonic frequency, \/Tb. Consequently, the subcarriers are orthogonal toeach other at baseband, and the compo

nent ateach subcarrier may befiltered out by modulating the received signal with the frequency corresponding tothe par

ticular subcarrier of interest and integrating over a symbol duration. The orthogonality between subcarrier frequencies is

maintained if the subcarrier frequencies are spaced apart by multiples of F/Tb where F is aninteger. Throughout this

document, F,which will beused todescribe the spacing between subcarrier frequencies foranMC-CDMA signal, will be

referred toasthe F-parameter. An example ofan MC-CDMA signal inthe frequency domain for F = 6 is shown inFig.

lc.

The phase at each subcarrier corresponds to one element of the spreading code. For a spreading code of length N,

mereareN subcarriers. Throughout this paper, N willbe referred to as the spreading factor. Thismodulation scheme is

also a multiple access technique in the sense that differentusers will use the same set of subcarriersbut with a different

spreading codethatis orthogonal to thecodeofallother users. Thus, it is important topointoutthatthereexisttwolevels

oforthogonality. While the subcarriers frequencies are orthogonal toeach other, and the spreading codes are also orthog

onal to each other.

Upon careful examination, die discrete-time version of the signal can be viewed as the Discrete Fourier Transform

(DFT) of a Direct Sequence - Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) signal, i.e., thesignal is CDMA-coded in fre-
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quency. This scheme can also be considered as a spread spectrumtechnique since the signal is spread over a larger band

width than necessary in order to achieve frequency diversity.

3.2 The F-parameter

In order to obtain a compact signal in frequency, it would be desirable to space the subcarriers as closely together as

possible. The closest possible spacing between subcarriers is \/Tb where F = 1. With thisparticular spacing, thestruc

ture of the signal is exactly that of OrthogonalFrequencyDivisionMultiplexing (OFDM)[4] [5].

3.2.1 F = land OFDM

Although OFDM and MC-CDMA have the same signal structure, they are very different in how the subcarriers are

actually used to transmit data. With OFDM, different data symbols are transmitted at different subcarriers. These sets of

data symbols can be encoded with error correctionor detectioncodes to compensatefor the loss of individual subcarriers

and their corresponding data symbols. The goal of OFDM is to reduce the effective transmission rate and consequendy

increase thesymbol duration. Asa result, theOFDM signal is affected lessbydelay spreads andISIbecause of thelonger

symbol duration. In addition, if the channel changes rapidly, i.e., whenthereare largeDopplershifts, the longer symbol

duration helps to average out the signal overthese fluctuations andoccurrences of deep fades in time. Theimplementa

tion of multiple access in OFDM is different from that of MC-CDMA in that different users do not use the same set of

subcarriers. Multipleaccess in OFDMmay be implemented by havingdifferent userstransmiton differentsets of subcar

riers (frequency division multiplexing) ortohave different users contribute toa data setthat will beassigned tothe same

OFDMsignal. Thus, as it can be seen,OFDM andMC-CDMA differgreatiy in the utilization of the subcarriers.

Since MC-CDMA has the same signal structurefor F = 1 as OFDM,some conclusionsand results about OFDM can

beapplied toMC-CDMA forF = i. One conclusion is that MC-CDMA forF = 1 is spectrally efficient Since thesubcar

riers are spaced closely together, an efficient bits/Hz ratio isobtained [5]. Inaddition, since the edges ofthe signal infre

quency are formed by narrowband sinc() functions, the drop offofthe MC-CDMA (F= 1) signal spectrum atits edges is

very sharp. Consequendy, the spectral leakage into adjacent frequency bands is small. Another conclusion that canbe

drawn from the similarity with OFDM will bebrought up when the implementation aspects ofMC-CDMA are discussed.

Multi-Carrier CDMA 7
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3.2.2 F very Large

While one would desire aspectrally compact and efficient signal, there isalso the conflicting goal of frequency diver

sity. Bytransmitting the signal at multiple subcarriers, itishoped that only afew ofthe subcarriers will be severely atten

uated with the majority ofthe subcarriers passing through the channel with little distortion. The degree towhich this goal

coincides with the physical channel depends on the coherence bandwidth, BWe, ofthe channel. If several subcarriers lie

within the coherence bandwidth, then itis statistically likely that the loss ofone subcarrier implies the loss ofall the sub-

carriers within BWC. In thiscase, frequency diversity is notachieved.

Consequendy, depending on the actual physical channel, one may desire to space the subcarriers as far apart as possi

ble, corresponding to alarge F-parameter, in order to obtain frequency diversity. This implies that frequency diversity can

be achieved with arelatively small spreading factor with MC-CDMA using an appropriate value for F. While this may

not make the MC-CDMA signal spectrally compact, a possible solution is tohave other programs or applications (not

necessarily constructed of MC-CDMA signals) assigned to thegaps between thenarrowband subcarriers.

3.3 Comparison with Conventional Modulation Techniques

Inorder to understand the motivations for MC-CDMA, it ishelpful tocompare it with other conventional modulation

techniques.

3.3.1 Narrowband (BPSK) signals

Narrowband communications [13] has the desirable quality ofbeing relatively immune tointersymbol interference in

an indoor environment as the symbol duration isgreater than the delay spread (Td « Tb). However, this same condition

implies that the signal bandwidth issmaller than the coherence bandwidth. Consequendy, anarrowband signal will expe

rience the undesirable effect ofexperiencing flat fading. Depending on the location ofthe receiver, the entire signal may

belocated in adeep fade that significantly attenuates theentire signal (see Fig. la).

3.3.2 Direct Sequence - Spread Spectrum Code Division Multiple Access

Tocombat the effect of flat fading, conventional DS-CDMA Spread Spectrum [14] [15] may beapplied sothat thesig

nal bandwidth is spread overabandwidth larger than thecoherence bandwidth. A DS-CDMA signal is generated bymul-
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c) £s
^r

d)

Fig. 1 Spectrum of a) Narrowband signal, b) DS-CDMA signal, c) MC-CDMA signal
before the channel, and d) MC-CDMA afterthe channel. The («-) represents
the channel while the solid line representsthe signal.

tiplying each user data symbol by a fast binary antipodal sequence where the chip duration is Tb/N. These faster

variations in time increase the bandwidth ofthe signal. Consequently, if the spreading factor is sufficiendy large, the sig

nal experiences frequency-selective fading, and it is unlikely that the entire signal will belost tofades in frequency (see

Fig lb).

Inthe process ofgenerating this signal, the resolution intime atthe receiver isincreased by afactor ofN, and the sig

nal is more susceptible to inter-chip interference. This inter-chip interference results in complexity in the design of the

receiver and synchronization issues that must address the increase in the number of resolvable paths. One method of

implementing the receiver iswith aRake receiver where the receiver consists ofmultiple branches ofreceivers, each syn

chronized in time toa resolvable path. If Tb/N isvery small compared to Td, then the number ofbranches (resolvable

paths)in the Rake receiverwill be prohibitively large.

Although the implementation of the Rake receiver is possible, there are complications and limitations that arise for

certain applications. With indoor wireless office communications, there isthe issue ofpower consumption. The portable

terminals are designed undera low powerconsumption constraint Measurements of the indoorwireless radio channel

Multi-Carrier CDMA 9
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have shown that some bands offrequency, such as the deregulated ISM band, have a relatively flat channel and a large

coherence bandwidth. In order to achieve frequency diversity with a DS-CDMA system in such an environment, very

large spreading factors would be required. This large spreading factor translates toa prohibitively large power consump

tion due tosignal processing and synchronization. Inaddition, large spreading factors would imply the usage ofa large

physical bandwidth and consequently a spectrally inefficient allocationof resources.

3.3.3 MC-CDMA

MC-CDMA addresses the issue ofhow to spread the signal bandwidth without increasing the adverse effect of the

delay spread. As a MC-CDMA signal iscomposed ofNnarrowband subcarrier signals each ofwhich has a symbol dura

tion much larger than the delay spread, a MC-CDMA signal will not experience an increase in susceptibility to delay

spreads and ISI as does DS-CDMA. Inaddition, since the F-parameter can be chosen todetermine the spacing between

subcarrier frequencies, asmaller spreading factor than one required by DS-CDMA can be used to make itunlikely that all

ofthe subcarriers are located inadeep fade infrequency and consequendy achieve frequency diversity (see Fig. 1c and d).

3.4 The Indoor Environment and MC-CDMA

In an indoor environment, the characteristics ofthe channel allow for an MC-CDMA signal toexperience relatively

litde distortion. As mentioned inthe section on multipath channels, indoor wireless radio channels are typically charac

terized by small delay spreads and small doppler shifts. As mentioned above, MC-CDMA signals are composed ofnar

rowband subcarrier signals with a symbol duration greater than the delay spread. Equivalendy, the signal bandwidth is

smaller than the coherence bandwidth. Thus, the channel that each subcarrier experiences can be approximated as flat

fading which only attenuates the entire signal leaving the general shape ofthe signal undistorted. Thus, this reasoning

implies that the lengthening or dispersion of thesignal in tune is negligible. Small doppler shifts aredesirable for MC-

CDMA signals since doppler shifts larger than oron the order ofthe bandwidth of the narrowband signals would make

the reception of these signals very difficult.

10 Multi-Carrier CDMA
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3.5 The Codes

Upuntil now, wehave been very vague about the specific spreading codes that may beused. In this section, wewill

discuss possible codes thatmaybe used. Thelength of thecodes areassumed to beequal to thenumber of subcarriers, N.

The individual elements of the code will bereferred toas chips. Each chip of a code belongs to the set {1, -1}. The

property of thecodes thatisdesired is forthe codes ofdifferent users tobeorthogonal, i.e.,

N-l

E^Wc^Ii] =AT6|m. (8)

One possible setofcodes are the pseudo-random codes (pn-codes) generated byshift registers. These codes are called

pseudo-random because they appear tobe random with a balanced run of-1 's and 1's. Using a shift register oflength n,

the length ofthe code that isgenerated is 2" -1. Thus, only odd lengdi codes can be generated. This observation implies

that the codes are not perfectiy orthogonal since there is not a perfect balance between -I's and I's. To beprecise, the

inner product between any two different pn-codes is -1. Inaddition, if the transmitter is tobeimplemented with anFFT,

thecodelength should be a multiple of 2, which isnotpossible with pn-codes.

Another possible set ofcodes are the Walsh-Hadamard codes. These codes are generated by matrix operations. The

basic matrix unit of Walsh-Hadamard code generation is

"o =
1 1

1 -1

//- = Hn-\ Hn-\

Hn-\ ~Hn-\

(9)

Walsh codes oflength 2" can begenerated with the following recursive matrix operation

(10)

where the matrix, Hn, ofsize 2" x2" is formed using the matrix, Hn _j, ofsize 2" "l x2" "1 with H0 given in Eq. (9).

Each row ofthe matrix, Hn, gives the code for one user. Itcan be verified that these codes are perfectiy orthogonal in the

sense that the inner product betweenany two different codes(rowsof thematrix) is zero.

3.6 Transmitter model

Shown inFig. 2 isa model ofthe transmitter for one possible implementation ofan MC-CDMA system. The input

datasymbols, ajk], are assumed to be binary antipodal where kdenotes thekth bit interval andmdenotes themth user. In

the analysis, it isassumed that ajk] takes on values of-1 and 1with equal probability. The generation ofanMC-CDMA

Multi-Carrier CDMA 11
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signal can bedescribed as follows. A single data symbol is replicated intoWparallel copies. The ith branch (subcarrier) of

the parallel stream is multiplied by a chip, cm [i], from a pseudo-random (PN) code or some other orthogonal code of

length N and then BPSK modulated toa subcarrier spaced apart from itsneighboring subcarriers byFITb where F is an

integer number. The transmitted signal consists of the sum of the outputs of these branches. This process yields amulti-

carrier signal with the subcarriers containing the PN-coded data symbol.

hM

cJN-1] cos(2nfct+ 2nF(N-l)tfTb)

Fig. 2 Transmitter Model

Sra(0

—•

Observing the model of the transmitter inFig. 2, the implementation ofan MC-CDMA transmitter appears prohibitive

with thebank of oscillators, one for each of the subcarriers. However, it should benoted for the case of F= 1,as men

tioned above, the MC-CDMA signal shares the same signal structure asOFDM. The analysis of OFDM has shown that

the discrete-time versionof the OFDMtransmitter is simply a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Thus, the transmitter

model ofMC-CDMA in Fig.2 may simply be replaced by anFFT operation forF = 1. In theanalysis, we will assume a

continuous-time receiver modelas shown in Fig. 2. Thismodel'makes theanalysis simpler and more instructive.

As illustrated in Fig.2, the transmitted signal corresponding to the kth data bit of the mth useris
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JV-l

*m<') =£ cm W««Wcos(2n/e'+2m^r)pr (/-*r6)
,-o y* (11)

cm[/]€ {-1,1}

where ^[0], c„Jl],...,e,JN-l] represents the spreading code ofthe mth user and pT (/) isdefined tobe an unit amplitude

pulse that is non-zeroin the intervalof [0, Tb],

3.7 Channel Model

In Chapter 2, multipath channels were discussed and the common distribution functions encountered when character

izing the randomamplitude effectsof the channel weredescribed. A moredetailed discussion of the channel modelthatis

appropriate for MC-CDMA systems in an indoor environmentwill follow.

Inthis document, we will focus onafrequency-selective channel with HTb « BWC « FITb. For the symbol rates of

interest, this model implies that each modulated subcarrier with transmission bandwidth ofHTb does not experience sig

nificant dispersion (Tb » Td) and overlapping between adjacent data symbols (ISI). Itisalso assumed that the amplitude

and phase remain constant overa symbol duration, Tb, (i.e., Doppler shifts due to the motion of terminals and the sur

rounding environment are negligible) which as mentioned earlier isareasonable assumption. The condition BWC « FITb

implies that fordifferent subcarriers the fading isassumed tobeindependent. For symbol rates onthe order of1Mbauds/

sec, this assumption is reasonable since the symbol duration of 1x10"6 sees ismuch larger that the typical r.m.s delay

spreads of 50 ns.

Assuming flat fading at the subcarriers, the effects ofthe channel for a signal subcarrier can be characterized by 2

parameters: anamplitude scaling and a phase distortion. The transfer function of the continuous-time fading channel

assumed for themth userin theindoor environment can berepresented as

^[/c+'rj=pm>/-' d2)
where pm>i and 0m>i are the random amplitude and phase effects of the channel of the mth user at frequencyfc+i(F/Tb). In

addition, as mentioned above, it is assumed that the pmi and 6m , remain approximately constant over the symbol dura

tion, Tb.

The local-mean power at the ithmodulatedsubcarrierof the mth user is defined to be

Pmi =£[pm,/cos <2n/c'+2*''̂ '+em>l.)]2 =l-Ep\ti (13)

Multi-Carrier CDMA 13
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where the iid assumptions imply that the local-mean powers, pm f, of all subcarriers are equal. Thus, the total local-mean

power of the mth user is defined tobe p~m - Afc^,.

An important distinction to makein the channel model is thedifference between uplink and downlink transmissions.

Transmissions in these different directions lead toverydifferent effects onthetransmitted signal.

3.7.1 Uplink

With uplink transmissions, i.e., transmissions from the terminals tothe base station, the base station receives the sig

nals fromdifferentterminals through different channels. Thus, there is a setof random amplitudes, {p ,}N"l, anda set

ofrandom phases, {0m .} J^J, associated with each user for m- 0,1,...,M-l. In the analysis, it isassumed that these

random variables are independent between users. This assumption implies that any amplitude or phase correction per

formed on the desired signal of the received signal does not simultaneously correct for the amplitude and phase of the

interference.

3.7.2 Downlink

For transmissions in the downlink, i.e., transmissions from the basestation to the terminals, a terminal receives inter

fering signals designated for other users (m =1,2,..., M-l) through the same channel as the wanted signal (m =0). Thus,

there is only one set of amplitudes and phases describing the channel for all user signals. This observation can be

included in the notation by repressingthe user index in the channelvariables for downlink transmissions

Pm./ = Po,i em./ = eo,< v,n- (14)
This observation implies that when amplitude orphase correction isapplied onthe wanted signal, the amplitude and phase

of the interfering signals will also be corrected.

3.8 Receiver Model

When there are M active users, the received signal is

M-\N-\

'(') =E£ Pm,icm^amlk]cos(2itfet +2mrt+emi) +n(t) (15)
m-Oi-0 *

where theeffects of the channel have been included in pm t and &m fand n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AGWN)

with a one-sided power spectral density of N0. Assuming the transmitter model of Fig. 2, a possible implementation of
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the receiveris shown in Fig. 3 where it has beenassumed thatm-0 corresponds to the desired signal. With this model,

thereareN matched filters with one matched filter for each subcarrier. The outputof each filter contributes one compo

nentto the decision variable, vQ. Each matched filter consists of an oscillator witha frequency corresponding to the fre

quencyof me particular BPSK modulated subcarrier thatis of interest and anintegrator. In addition, a phase offset equal

to the phase distortion introduced by the channel, 90 ., is included in the oscillator to synchronize the receiver to the

desired signal in time. To extractthe desired signal's component, the orthogonality of the codesis used. For the ith sub-

carrier of the desired signal, the corresponding chip, c0 [i], from the desired user's code is multiplied with it toundo the

code. If the signal is undistorted by the channel, the interference terms will cancel out in the decision variable due to the

Kt)

2/rbcos(2nfctj2jiFt/Tb+e0.,) Co[l] •

dftN-i

l-^o—•*©—H>—-
2/Tbcos(2nfct +2nF(N-l)t/Tb +60iN.,) c„[N-l]

Fig. 3 Receiver Model

orthogonality of thecodes. This comment willbediscussed indetail in thenextparagraph. As thechannel willdistort the

subcarrier components, anequalization gain, d0i, maybeincluded for each matched filter branch of thereceiver.

Applying thereceiver model of Fig. 3to the received signal given inEq. (15) yields thefollowing decision variable for

the kthdata symbol assuming the users are synchronized in time

M-1N-1 (*+l)Tb

vo= £ EP^^t^a^I^f / cos(2n/cr+27i^/+em.)cos(2n/cr+27ii^r+e0iJ)rfr+ti (16)
m m 0 j - 0 kTk
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where b0i denotes the receiver's estimation of the phase at the ith subcarrier of the desired signal and the corresponding

AWGN term, rj, is given as

at-i(*+nr,

n = V f n(0 —d0 /cos (2n/c/ +2ni£t+S0i)dt. (17)
i-o £•„ T" T" '

Assuming perfect phase correction, i.e., B0i = 60 f, the decision variable reduces to

N-l M-1N-1

»o Bao.W £ P0tid0J+ £ £ °mMcJi}c0[i}pmJ0icos~Qmii+j\ (18)
i - 0 m • 1 i - 0

where QmJ = 60 ,.-0^ .. Note that if 60 . and Qmi are iid uniform r.v.'s on the interval [0, 2n], then Qmi is also uni

formly distributed on the interval [0, 2n]. Note that the decision variable consists of three terms. The first term corre

sponds to the desired signal's component, the second corresponds tothe interference and the last corresponds toa noise

term.

To illustratethe desiredeffect of the codes,considerthe caseof a perfectchannelwhere p,= land6 =0 1na

perfectchannel,the decisionvariableis given as

M-l N-l ,_,

»o ="°0. M+£ «m [*]J^fPl^oM +n (19)
m-l "/-TO

where all interference terms cancel out because ofthe orthogonality ofthe codes. Unfortunately, in real multipath chan

nels, this is unlikely to happen and each subcarrier will experience fading. This leads to the question of what form of

equalization should be performed.

3.9 Equalization

The question ofwhat equalization technique should be used must address different issues. The underlying goal of

these techniques should be to reduce the effect of the fading and the interference while not enhancing the effect of the

noise on the decision ofwhat data symbol was transmitted. Whenever there isadiversity scheme involved whether itmay

involve receiving multiple copies ofa signal from time, frequency orantenna diversity, the field ofclassical diversity the

ory can be applied. These equalization techniques may be desirable for their simplicity asthey involve simple multiplica

tions with each copy of the signal. However, they may not be optimal in a channel with interference in the sense of

minimizing theerror under some criterion. In some ways, these equalization scheme appear "ad hoc" as they are not

derived under some clear procedure.
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It should be noted thatwhile there are some decision making techniques, such as Viterbi decoding andWiener filter

ing, thatareoptimal in thesense thatthey minimize the mean-squared error, theactual implementation of these methods

maybeprohibitive complex fora channel equivalent totheone thatis being analyzed in thisdocument. Byassuming that

the fading at theN subcarriers are independent, it is assumed that there areN degrees of freedom in one form or another.

This channelassumption could imply that thereare N resolvable paths in a DS-CDMA rake receiver. It couldmean that

there are N taps in the impulse response of the channel and a very large number of states ina Viterbi decoder forlarge N.

It couldalso mean thereare N taps in a LMS implementation of a Wiener filter.

In theanalysis, three equalization techniques will beevaluated: Equal Gain Combining (EGC), Maximal Ratio Com

bining (MRC) and Controlled Equalization (CE). These techniques may beassociated with classical diversity theory as

they involved multiplying each copy ofthe signal by some gain factor asshown inFig. 3. As itcan be seen from Eq. (17),

each oftheequalization techniques will affect the distribution of the noise component differently. InAppendix A,the sta

tistical characteristics of thenoise for thedifferent equalization techniques arediscussed.

3.9.1 EGC

With EGC, the gain factor of the ith subcarrier is chosen to be

do,isl> (20)

that is,this technique does not attempt toequalize the effect ofthe channel distortion inany way. This technique may be

desirable for its simplicity as the receiver does not require the estimation ofthe channel's transfer function. Using this

scheme, the decision variable of Eq. (18) is given as

N-l M-l N-l

Vo =fl0.M £ P0,/+ £ flmW £ Cm[i]c0[i)pm^COSe^ +Tl (21)
«-0 m-l /-0

where the noise can be approximated by a zero-meanGaussianrandomwith a varianceof

n="j-- (22)a?=* °

3.9.2 MRC

With MRC, the scheme squares the amplitude ofeach copy ofthe signal byusing a gain factor for the ith subcarrier of

do.i = Po.r (23)
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The motivation behind Maximal Ratio Combining is that the components of the received signal with large amplitudes are

likely tocontain relatively less noise. Thus, their effect onthe decision process is increased bysquaring their amplitudes.

The corresponding decision variable is

N-l M-l N-l

*o =fl0.[*l £ Pj|+ £ ««M £ ««[']*oMP«,|Pft|«*5«./+l| (24)
<-0 m-l /-0

where the noise can be approximated by a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance

< =NTEph' <25>
b

3.9.3 Controlled Equalization

While EGC may be desirable for its simplicity and MRC for its noise combating capability, neither ofthese techniques

direcdy address the interference and the exploitation ofthe coding at the subcarriers. As one ofthe goal ofmobile radio

communication systems is to multiplex as many users as possible to share the same resources, the channel models for

these communication systems are moving from noise-limited channels to interference-limited channels. With CE, an

attempt at restoring the orthogonality between users is made bynormalizing the amplitudes of the subcarriers. As the

orthogonality ofthe users isencoded inthe phase ofthe subcarriers, this method appears tobe primarily beneficial in the

downlink where phase distortion for all users may be more easily corrected rather than in the uplink. For Controlled

Equalization, the gain factor the ith subcarrier is

4uB p—"CPcu-Prtr,,*) (26)
po,/

where u(p0 .) is theunit step function. Thus, only subcarriers above a certain threshold will beequalized and retained.

This constraint isadded toprevent the over amplification ofsubcarriers with small amplitudes that may be dominated by a

noise component Given that there are n0 subcarriers above thethreshold, thecorresponding decision variable is

Af-l

»o\ n0 = a0. W"0+ £ am W£em V) %V) +T] (27)
m-l ;

where the inner sum of the interference term (indexed by j) is carried over the n0 terms corresponding to the subcarriers

above threshold and

(k+»Tb

11 =Y,do,j f "(') Fcos (2nfct+2n/£ t+60 .) dt. (28)
J kTb b Jb
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The noise can be approximated by a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with a variance of

<\»osznoT*<r (29)
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chapter 4 Analysis ofthe Performance of
MC-CDMA in Rayleigh and
Rician Fading Channels

4.1 Rayleigh Fading

4.1.1 Channel Model

In this section, the scalings ofthe amplitude are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (IID) Rayleigh ran

dom variables of the form

(30)

where the indexes mand i have been added todifferentiate between the mth user and the ith subcarrier. This corresponds

to the case in which the LOS path from the transmitter tothe receiver isobstructed by a person oran object. The phase

effects, 0m . for i = 0,1,... N-l, introduced by the channel are assumed tobe IID random variables uniformly distributed

ontheinterval [-ji, n] forall subcarriers. Assummarized inEq. (13), thelocal-mean power ofonesubcarrier is assumed

to be

JT. = -Ep2 .so2,
rm,l 2 m>' m'i

with each user having a total local-mean power of~pm - Np^r

f (« )J^iie [2<'}
m,i
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4.1.2 Uplink

For uplink transmissions, we will consider only EGC andMRC for the following reason. As mentioned above, for

uplink transmissions, phase correction is not simultaneously applied to theinterference when it is applied to thedesired

signal. Examining the interference component ofthe decision variable for EGC and MRC inEq. (21) and inEq. (24), the

phase distortion results inthe multiplicative term cos6mj,-. This term can add a phase of0 orn depending on the value of

em, / which happens toberandom. As the code isencoded inthe phase, the phase distortion will randomize the phase and

consequently cancel the effect ofthe orthogonal coding unless predistortion isapplied inthe transmitters ofthe interfering

signals.

4.1.2.1 EGC

For EGC in the uplink, as explained below, the interference term

M-l N-l

P|« = E am [*l £ cm ['] c0 IIPm,icos^m,i (31)
m-l i-0

is a Gaussian r.v. Since the in-phase component of a Rayleigh random variable, pm tcaAmtl% is Gaussian and

am [*1 cm 10 coI'l € t-l. U• P/n/ consists ofthe sum of (M-1) xN iid Gaussian r.v.'s. Thus, p, is Gaussian with a

mean and variance (as calculated in AppendixB) of

£P"» =0 aL=(Af-1)^- <32>
Examining Eq. (21), the probability ofmaking a decision error conditioned on the amplitudes of the desired signal,

{P0 ,}N ~} t and the local-mean interference power, al , given a0 [k] = -1 is
* ' m{J Pig, u

Pr(error\ {p^}^.^ >=#>r( £ p0>.<p,,,+n]. (33)
Note that since am [k] isassumed to take on values of1and -1 with equal probability, the average probability ofmaking a

decision error isequal to the bit error rate (BER). As the interference term and the noise term are independent and Gaus

sian, the sum tothe right ofthe inequality has azero-mean Gaussian distribution with avariance equal tothe sum oftheir

variances. Usingthis observation, the probability of a decision errorcan be foundto be

•o!>
iy- (34)

J2n(oJ +oi)

/-o
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Performing a change of variables results in

Pr(error\ {pQ>i}N^,pm) =\erfc

where the complementary error function is defined to be

2 2
erfc (x) a —

(35)

-j^e dt. (36)

To obtain anexpression for the average probability ofmaking a decision error, Eq. (35) must be averaged over the distri

bution ofthe instantaneous amplitudes {p0 .}"-*.

Findingthe distributionof the sum of iid Rayleigh random variables

N-l

Po= £p(u
i-O

(37)

hashistorically been a difficult problem. In [16], Beaulieu offers aninfinite series representation ofthis sum that hassome

computational advantages. Inthis paper, three approximations ofthe distribution will be compared: aLaw ofLarge Num

bers (LLN) approximation, a small parameter approximation [16], and aCentral Limit Theorem (CLT) approximation.

1. LLN N-i

In the limiting case ofa large number ofsubcarriers, Y pQ . can be approximated by the LLN to be the constant NEp ..
i-0

The advantage ofusing the LLN isthat it requires low computational complexity. Using the LLN simplifies the expres

sion for the probability of error to

Pr(error\ EpQ ppm) e -erfc
±N2E2p0t{Tb

{^(M-l)pmTb +NN0J

Applying the statistical properties ofRayleigh distributions given inEq. (4), theprobability oferror simplifies to

Pr (error] pQ, pm) s - erfc - PoTt

W-»P-%Tb+N0)
2. Small ArgumentApproximation

Forsmall values of p0, thedistribution of p0 can beapproximated by
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Po

/(P0| ^0) =jt.°lN, (40)

where b - "-^ [(27V -1)!!] .In contrast to the LLN approximation, p0 isconsidered to be arandom variable instead of

a determimstic constant. Thus, the average probability of making a decision error may be approximated by averaging

over Eq. (40) to yield

A
SlN-lTlb

Pr (error] pQtpm) s [-^^^ -.erfc
2PoTb

[UM-l)PmTb +NN0J dPn- (41)

3. CLT

A third possible approximation can be obtained by applying the CLT for the limiting case of large N. Using the CLT

results in a BER of

where u„ =
Po

yield

Pr (error] p^pja J i " K i ,e ~erfc
2

fa\

ln2T

[UH-DPmTb +NN0)
dp. (42)

71 —

•^Np0 and opo = (2 - -)p0. This expression may be simplified by exchanging the order ofthe integrals to

Pr (error] p^pjB-erfc PoTb ')

(*-%)&+{ii-l^+Nj
(43)

Thus, the randomness of the desired signals' amplitudes may bereflected asanaddition to the power of the interference

andnoiseandconsequendy is a more conservative approximation than theLLN approximation.

4.1.2.2 MRC

For MRC, the interference componentis given as

Af-l N-l

Kt = E *» [*] E *" [/1 C0 [i] Pm.,P0./COS®m,,-
m-l /-0

Comparing Eq. (44) with Eq. (31), itcan beseen that for MRC and EGC, the interference components have similar forms.

Thus, the analysis for MRC should follow the analysis ofEGC. Since p/n consists of (M-1) xN iid r.v.'s with respect

tomand /, it can beapproximated byazero-mean Gaussian r.v. with avariance as determined inAppendix B of

Multi-Carrier CDMA 23
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2 AM-l)
(45)

Using Eq. (24) Eq. (25) Eq. (45), the conditioned instantaneous BER for MRC can be calculated to be

Pr(error] {p0ti}"^,P0,Pm) =\erfc

-l .2 ^

v/-0 '

..AM-\) 2^^
(46)

1. Exact N-l
1 2Fortunately, thedistribution of the sum ofexponentially distributed random variables r = y - p isknown tohave the

/-o u,<
gammadistribution which has the followingclosed form distribution

N-l "=

f(r]p0) ==r-i (J^ e*'. (47)
P0ti(N-l)\{p0ii)

Unconditioning Eq. (46) over Eq. (47) results in the following exact expression for the average probability oferror using

MRC

Pr (error]

3. CLT

T»7m) =f=-^ (±)"e >"\erfc[ \ ^ \dr.N-l ~= r1^
I \(M-\) _ I
\}\—JT~PmPon+P^o)

2. LLN

UsingEq. (48) as a basisof comparison, the expressions of the probabiUty of error for the LLNand CLTwill be included

so thattheeffectiveness of theEGC approximations canbejudged. Using theLLN, theprobability of erroris given as

Pr (error] pQ,pm)e-erfc

—2

2 APo

PoTt
, (M-l) —

U N m b °J

Usingthe CLTapproximation with u = 2p0 and o = 4—, theprobability of errorcan be foundto be

Pr (error] p0,pm) a-erfc PoTt

,Jo„ (M-l) —
M N *+~N~P"Tb+No)
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4.1.3 Downlink

Asdiscussed earlier, downlink transmissions designated for different users arrive atone particular receiver through the

samechannel. Thus, in thissection, wewill usethenotation ofEq.(14) andassume perfect phase correction for theinter

ference. Thegeneralized decision variable given inEq.(18) simplifies to

N-l M-lN-l

«•bflo.M EpoAi+ E Eamwcn,mc0mp0.d0(/+n.
/ - 0 m - 11. o

(51)

Note that incontrast totheuplink, the sign reversals due tophase distortions are nolonger present inthe interference term.

Thus, the effect ofthe subcarrier coding isnot invalidated by the channel and can be included inthe analysis. Let

Q[i] e Cl[i]em[i]. (52)

Note that the orthogonality of the codesdescribed in Eq. (8)

N-l

E<2M =°
i-O

(53)

for l*m and the fact that Q[i) e {-1,1} imply that the set A= [Q[i] }N;* consists ofexactly - elements that are
Nequal to"1" and exactiy - elements that equal to "-1". Let the elements ofset Athat are equal to "1" be indexed by a.

and the elements that are equal to "-1" be indexed by bj for j=0,1,..., ^-1 such that

Q[«y]=l Gl*,]=-1
{aj}u{bj} = {0,1 tf-l}"

Using thisnotation, thegeneralized decision variable in thedownlink may bewritten as

r?-i f-N-l M-l

^ =«o.MEpoA/+Efl'«[*1
/-0 m-l

4.1.3.1 EQC

Using Eq. (55), the decisionvariable for EGC is givenas

E p0,ad0,aj- E P0,bd0,bj
y-0 ;-o

N-l Af-1

»oss*0.MEPCU+Ea'"1*1
/-0 m-l

where the interference now has a variance of

1- ?-»
E P0,<I;~ E P0.b,
y-o y-o

*2 ^oL =2(M-l)Ll-;Jp-0
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Following ananalysis similar to that oftheuplink and using Eq. (22) and Eq. (57), the average BER forEGC in thedown

link can be obtainedfor the following approximations

1. LLN

- . .a PoTb ')
Pr (error] p0) s -erfc

4 IM-l) T 7TI —

2. Small Argument

?l

" pf-1*2* 1 K2T
Pr (error] p0) s [-j^r-r: -erfc

£2* V(tf-l)!2 W(M-\)(\--)p0Tb^NN0)

3. CLT
n —With upo = feNpo and oj = (2 - -)p0, the BER can be expressed as

Pr (error] pj s - erfc

N-l M-l

N2

PoTb

Comparing Eq. (58) with Eq. (60), itcan be seen that using the CLT approximation is more conservative, resulting in "1"

additional interfering powercompared to theLLN approximation.

4.1.3.2 MRC

The decision variable for MRC in the downlink is

1

1- ?-• "2 2

E pa*y- E At.
;-o jmo

». =«dWEPb> E«i.m
/-0 m-l

where from Appendix B the interference has a variance of

<*.-<*£><«•

+i)

(58)

dp. (59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

Following an analysis similar to that of the uplink and using Eq. (25) and Eq. (62), the average BER for MRC in the

downlinkcan be obtainedfor the followingapproximations

1. Exact

Pr (.r«ns> - f=-i—(=) "«S«*f (M /Tb V (63)

2. LLN
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Pr (error]p0)e-erfc ( P°Tb ^
<fi2^jf-PoTb+\

3. CLT _2

Using the CLT approximation with \i s 2p~0 and o2 =4-^-, the probability oferror can be found to be

(64)

- 1 ( PoTb 1Pr (error] p0) s - erfc —— . (65)

4.1.3.3 Controlled Equalization (CE)

Examining Eq. (27), the probability of making a decision error conditioned the number of subcarriers above the

threshold, n0, and the interference component, f3/B/, given a0 [k] = -l is

«o —

Pr (error] nQt P/n,) s J 1 e*"' "°dx (66)
n*-K,42nO\\n0

wherethe varianceof the noise, at. , is givenin Eq. (A-10) as
Ml "o

_ (Ptkresh\
(67)

y2 _ _*0 1 1 (P.hresh)
*2/>0.r •" \2pQiJ

where E1 (p) is theexponential integral defined as

00

c-'
MP) = \—dt (68)

P

and theprobability that a subcarrier is above the threshold forRayleigh fading is

ihttth

Pron =e 2P°-' • (69)
The distribution ofthe number ofsubcarriers above the threshold, n0, isdescribed by the following binomial distribution

'«o(no> s [n0] lProJnni-pron}N-n* (70)
for n0 - 0,1,2,..., N. As mentioned earlier, note that the orthogonality ofthe codes, given by the following condition

N-l

E^lflcoM =M>m<0. (71)
i-O

imply that half of the inner products, cm [/] c0 [i], are positive while the other half are negative. Denote the inner sum of

the interference term of Eq. (27) by
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Lm = EC'«t/1C0[/1- f72*
J

Using this notation, the distribution ofthe inner sum given that there are n0 subcarriers above threshold is

[ N/2 )( N/2 )

PLm] n0 &m\ »0> pA (73)

where -min {n0,N-n0) £Lm £min {n0,N-n0} and Em can only assume even (odd) values if n0 iseven (odd). The exact

distribution ofthe interference term, p/B/, given n0 depends on the spreading code, {cm [i]} for i-0,1, •••> N-l. Inthis

analysis, it isassumed that each ofthe inner sums acts as an independent r.v., and that the pdfofthe interference isgiven

asthe convolution ofthe pdfs of Lm for m=1,2,.... M-l. Combining the results given above yield the following expres

sion for the bit error rate

BER, £^^^^-^(^). (74)

4.2 Rician Fading

In an indoor environment, the direct path from the transmitter, which most likely is located on the ceiling, to the

receiving terminal is usually unobstructed. Thus, the Rician distribution given inEq. (5) is more appropriate when

describing of the amplitude scalings, pm . of the channel. To conform to the multi-carrier and multi-user notation, the

Rician distribution is rewritten as

* t x P».' " 2<i , fb0Pm,i\
m>t v m,i '

where the indexes / and mhave been added to differentiate between the ith subcarrier atthe frequency fQ+F— and the
Tb

mth user. Asthe notation suggests, thedominant LOS component, b0, isassumed toequal forallsubcarriers and allusers.

With BPSK modulation, the power of the LOS component for "1" subcarrier is ]rb\. The scattered power, a2m ., is also
assumed to beequal with respect touser mand subcarrier /. As a consequence, the Rician K-factor given inEq. (6) and

rewritten here using the user/subcarrier notation

m,i

is equal for users and subcarriers. The mean given in Eq. (7) can be rewrittenas
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Epm,i -'~™^2(FMy^»[(1**>lA> +^(f>] • ^
Assuming BPSK modulation, the local-mean power of the ithsubcarrierof the mth user consisting of a contribution from

the scattered component and the LOS component is defined to be

STi =£[pm,icos(2"/c'+27i/^r+em/)]2 =l-Ep2mi =o2m(+\b\. (78)
In terms of the Rician K-factorand the local-mean power, the powerof the dominant and scattered components can be

rewritten as

Consequendy, the Rician pdf may be rewritten in terms of the /f-factor as

~<>f>Jpm,i\K'^ ' (^l)e-^e »*• lJpmti ™i!j. (80)

4.2.1 Uplink

The method for obtaining the BER with Rician fading is identical to that of Rayleigh fading with the same decision

variables beingused. The onlyfactors thatchange in theexpressions are the replacement of the statistical properties of

Rayleigh fading withRician fading. The calculation of thestatistical properties of the interference assuming Rician fad

ing are included in AppendixB. To obtain the average BER,the conditional expressions that are obtainedmust be aver

aged overthesumof Rician r.v.'s or of Rician-squared r.v.'s. Again, thedifficulty of finding closed form expressions for

the distribution of these r.v.'sare encountered. Again, theLLN and CLT will be used to approximate the average BER.

Whileit is theoretically possible to synchronize the transmitters in timeso that the LOScomponents willmaintain their

orthogonality andcancel outof thedecision variable, it canbeshown thatthisscenario would require a time synchroniza

tion of within Tb/Nwhichmay not be feasible for highbit ratesor large JV. Thus, this case is not considered.

4.2.1.1 EQC

WithEGCin a Ricianfadingchannel, dievariance of theinterference is given in Appendix B as

°L = W'UPm- (81)
The average BER for the LLN and CLT approximations are

1. LLN
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Pr (error]Pq,

Y=^(^T)[(1+/0/o(f)+^i(f)]2-

where

2.

Applying the CLT with u^ =JlNypQ and aJ=2(1 -y)p0 results m

yPoTbPr (error] p^p^ K) s -erfc

M|2n-Y]^+^Pmr,+*0j
4.2.1.2 MRC

With MRC in the uplink of aRician fading channel, the variance of the interference is given in Appendix B as

a2 =2
(M-l)

K, = "—N—Wv
The BER expressions that result are as follows.

1. LLN

Pr (error] p0,K) e\erfc\ f w ?° b ]
W(^)Pm^+̂oJ

2. CLT _2
_ ft Jf .1. A t}/\

Applying the CLT with u =2p0 and a2 = --?- results in
r r (K+l)2 N

PoT„
Pr (error]p^lQe-erfc

ir4K+2~\Po .M-l-

4.2.2 Downlink

4.2.2.1 EGC

Approximating the interference byaGaussian distribution, the variance of p, can bedetermined tobe

a2 =2(M-\)(l-y)'p0.

The corresponding average BER expressions areas follows.

1. LLN
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1 ( WoTb }Pr (error] pQtK) al-erfc\ —— b-
{^(^)ll-y]p0Tb+N0j

2. CLT

Applying the CLT with up = j2Nyp0 and a2 =2(1 - y) p~0 results im

Pr(error]p0,K)a±erfc\ ' ^ '
W2^[1~y]^o^+^oJ

4.2.2.2 MRC

Approximating the interference by aGaussian distribution, the variance ofp, can be determined tobe

2 _ ,M-UJK +4_2

The resulting average BER expressions are given below.

1. LLN

Pr(error]pQtK)a-erfc

2. CLT _2

Applying the CLT with \ir =2p~0 and o2 = *K+4„P±. reSults in
(K+l)2 N

PoTt
,M-1,

PoTb
Pr (error] p0,K)B-erfc

Mr 4/C + 2 "I- ,, „

Note that foralltheaverage BER expressions obtained assuming Rician fading, theexpressions forK= 0 reduce to that of

Rayleigh fading agreeing with earlier results.

(89)

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)

4.2.2.3 CE

With CE inaRician fading channel, only two factors will change from the Rayleigh fading case. As mentioned inAppen

dix A,the variance of the noise given that there are n0 subcarriers above threshold isnow given as

where

2 No 1 1 T ,„ f. _K 1 ~2j7lPo,i,( J2K(K+1)\
Ib2p0iPrOn J poipQ{ ^ *1 Po,{ J '
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K+l ,

J (K+l)e =e /0pfti —= </p0i/.:po,i 2j7, , ( 2K(K+1)pron= | (K +l)e~=±e ">•' Up _ ' \dp0 .. (95)
PfArwA

The distribution of the number ofsubcarriers above the threshold, n0, remains a binomial distribution but with a different

binomial parameter, pron. Theaverage BERexpression remains thesame asEq. (74).
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chapter 5 Numerical Results

In theanalytical section, theonlyclosed form expressions fortheaverage BERwere obtained with MRC. In thissec

tion, approximations for theBER using the LLN and the CLT will beevaluated numerically. These results will becom

pared to the exact results for MRCto measure thereliability of theseapproximations.

5.1 Rayleigh Fading

5.1.1 Uplink

Using the expressions for the BER obtained for uplink transmissions ina Rayleigh fading channel, the average BER

versus thenumber of co-channel interferers with a spreading factor ofN = 128 is shown in Fig. 4. Tocalculate theBER,

it isassumed that the local-mean power ofeach interferer isequal to the local-mean power ofthe desired signal. The SNR,

which is assumed to be lOdB, is defined to be

SNR = —. (96)

Eq. (39), Eq. (41), and Eq. (43) correspond to the BER expressions for the LLN, the small argument, and the CLT

approximations using EGC in the receiver. While Eq. (49) and Eq. (50) give the LLN and CLT approximations for

MRC, Eq. (48) gives an exact expression for the BER. As itcan be seen in Fig. 4., the approximations for MRC give rel

atively close results when compared to the exact result Note that the exact results and the CLT approximation for MRC

are indistinguishable. This observation indicates that the CLT approximation may be better than the LLN. For EGC, all

ofapproximations give results that are close tothe other approximations. For all approximations, it can beseen the MRC
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outperforms EGC in the uplink for any number ofinterferers. Using the LLN expressions, the improvement inperfor

mance of MRCoverEGCcanbe quantified by thefollowing ratio

which corresponds to -1.05 dB.

BER

le-01

le-02

le-03 —

le-04

le-05

Ef>2

n-

2~p 4

£'p *>
(97)

# of interferers

Fig. 4 BER versus the number ofinterferers (m =0,1 127) for EGC inthe uplink ofaRayleigh fading channel
forEGC using thesmall argument approx. (1), CLT (2), and LLN (3)andforMRC exact (4)andapprox. usine
CLT(5)andLLN(6).TheSNRisl0dBandN = 128.

This difference inperformance between equalization techniques can be explained asfollows. Due tothe phase distor

tionof thechannel, the effects of the orthogonal codes areinvalidated. Thus, for all interference loads, thereceiver does

nothavethecapability to combat theinterference. Thus, it canonly attempt to combat thenoise. It canbeshown MRC is

the optimum technique in a noise-only channel. It follows that theperformance for MRCis betterthan thatof EGCin the

uplink. If the acceptable BER is 10~3 asinsome video applications, using MRC over EGC translates into anincrease in

CDMA user capacity of 60%.
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5.1.2 Downlink

Plots of theBER fordownlink transmissions over a Rayleigh fading channel using EGC and MRC areshown inFig. 5.

TheSNR is assumed to be lOdB and thespreading factor is N = 128. Eq. (58), Eq. (59), and Eq. (60) correspond to the

BER expressions forEGC using theLLN, small argument, and CLT approximations. Eq. (63), Eq. (64), and Eq. (65) cor

respond to the exactaverage BERexpression andLLN andCLT approximations for MRC.

BER

# of interferers

Fig. 5 BER versus the number ofinterferers (m =0,1,..., 127) inthe downlink ofa Rayleigh fading channel for EGC
using small argument approx. (1), CLT (2), and LLN (3) and forMRC exact (4), CLT (5), and LLN (6) N= 128.

Examining Fig. 5, it can be seen that for a small number ofusers (i.e., ina noise-limited channel) MRC outperforms

EGC. However, for a large number ofusers, EGC has asuperior performance. This observation can be explained as fol

lows. In the downlink, due to the greater degree ofphase control ofthe interference, the orthogonal codes now have an

effect oncombating interference. Is is desirable that the amplitudes at the subcarriers after equalization have the same

amplitudes so that theinterference will cancel outbecause of the orthogonality of the codes. With MRC, the differences

between amplitudes isincreased due to the squaring operation. Thus, MRC isamove away from orthogonality and con

sequendy does notperform aswell incombating interference. However, with a low number ofusers, the channel remains
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anoise-limited channel and consequendy, MRC performs better. Again, note that the exact results and the CLT approxi

mation for MRC are indistinguishable.

Incomparison tothe uplink, the performance in the downlink isbetter when the same equalization technique iscom

pared. Comparing theperformance of EGCin theuplink to thedownlink at a bit errorrateof 10~3, there is an increase in

capacity from 8 users to20 users inthe downlink. This improvement isdue tothe greater degree ofphase control inthe

downlink that allows forsome of thebenefits from theorthogonality of the codes tobeutilized.

Plots ofthe BER for CE inthe downlink ofaRayleigh fading channel for aSNR oflOdB and 20dB are shown in Fig.

6andFig. 7. Theexpression fortheBER with CEisgiven inEq. (74). The BER curves arecalculated fordifferent values

of the threshold powerto local-mean power(TLR) per subcarrier, which is defined to be

1 2
2Pthresh

TLR = — . (98)
Pf/N

Note that for large N, a SNR of lOdB results inavery small SNR ateach subcarrier and a threshold power lower than the

power ofthe noise. Plots ofthe performance for EGC and MRC using the LLN approximation are included for compari

son. With CE, the performance also depends on the local-mean power of the desired signal which was chosen to be

P~o = 0.l.

As itcan be seen from Fig. 6, there exists threshold levels, pthresh, in which CE outperforms EGC and MRC for ahigh

number ofusers. This observation isdue tothe interference combating capability ofCE. Note that there exists a p

suchthat the BER versusthe numberof interferers is relatively flat At this threshold level,thereare a sufficient number

ofsubcarriers above the threshold such that orthogonality between users has been significantly restored. As the threshold

level is lowered past this point, no benefit occurs since "orthogonality" has been already been achieved and only noise

amplification results. For higher threshold values, the BER is affected by the number of interferers toa greater extent.

Note that for all threshold levels, CE performs worse than EGC orMRC for a low number ofusers. This degradation is

the trade-off between combating interference and combating noise. Inrestoring the orthogonality between users and com

bating interferers,die noise has also been amplified.

Although CE outperforms EGC and MRC inthe downlink, the BER that isachievable with CE ina Rayleigh fading

channel isstill very high (on the order of10"2) for aSNR oflOdB. With alow SNR, CE suffers greatly from the amplifi-
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BER

le-01

le-02

le-03

le-04 —

le-05 —

# of interferers

Sir n^^^e?^ro^telfe^(m =0'X 127)m me downlink ofa Rayleigh fading channel for
The SNR is lOdB, p0= 0.1, and N = 128.

cation of the noise. IfaSNR of 20dB is used, as shown in Fig. 7, acceptable BERs on the order of 10"8 are obtainable.

With the larger SNR, CEsuffers less from noise amplification.

In the downlink, the following trend is observed. For avery low number of users, MRC outperforms all equalization

techniques. This observation isin agreement with theory since MRC is the optimum equalization technique in anoise-

limited channel. As the number ofusers isincreased, EGC becomes the best equalization technique out ofall the methods

considered. Although the interference increases, theincrease is notgreat enough to balance the adverse effects of noise

amplification that CEexperiences. Asthe load is increased past a certain point, CEbecomes the best equalization tech

nique in the interference-limited channel.
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# of interferers

Fig. 7 BERversus the numberof interferers (m = 0,1,.... 127)in the downlink of a Rayleigh fadingchannel
for MRC (1), EGC (2), and CE for TLR = -33.8 dB (3), TLR = -28.4 dB (4), TLR = -25.9 dB (5), and TLR =
-19.9 dB. (6). The SNR is 20dB, pO= 0.1, and N = 128.

5.2 Rician Fading

5.2.1 Uplink

Plots of the average BER versus thenumber of interferers in the uplink of a Rician fading channel using EGC and

MRC are shown inFig. 8and Fig. 9for K=0,5,10,15, and 25. The BER expressions are given inEq. (84) and Eq. (87).

Only theCLT approximations havebeenincluded to prevent thecluttering of thecurves since theLLN results arealmost

identical. Note that without the coding ofthe subcarriers (due tothe lack ofphase control inthe uplink) the tf-factor has

little effect in the uplink.

5.2.2 Downlink

Plots ofthe BER using EGC and MRC in the downlink ofaRician fading channel for various ^-factors are shown in

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Athird plot that combines the curves of EGC and MRC for K=0and K=10 is included so that the

two frequency equalization techniques can be compared. The BER expressions for EGC using the LLN and CLT approx-
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BER
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le-04 —

le-05

0 50 100 # of interferers
Fig. 8 BER versus thenumber ofinterferers (m=0,1 127) in the uplink ofa Rician fading channel forEGC
using CLTapproximations for (1) K=0, (2) K=5,(3) K=10,(4) K=15,(5) K=20, (6) K=25. N = 128.

BER

le-03 —

le-04

le-05

# of interferers
Fig.9 BERversus thenumber of interferers (m= 0,1,.... 127) in theuplink ofa Rician fading channel for MRC
using CLT approximations for (1) K=0, (2) K=5, (3) K=10, (4) K=15, (5) K=20, (6) K=25.
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BER

le-02 —

le-03

le-04

le-05

0 50 100

^. «« «™ # of interferers
Fig. 10 BER versus the number ofinterferers (m =0,1 127) inthe downlink ofa Rician fading channel forEGC
using CLT andLLNapproximations for (1)K=0, (2)K=5, (3)K=10, (4)K=15, (5)K=20, (6)K=25. N= 128.

imations are given inEq. (89) and Eq. (90). The BER expressions for MRC using the LLN and the CLT approximations

are given in Eq. (92) and Eq. (93).

As itcan be seen from Fig. 10 and 11, the performance ofthe equalization techniques in the downlink improves signif-

icantly asthe K-factor increases. Examining Fig. 10, it can be seen that with EGC the average BER approaches the theo

retical minimum (in a noise-limited channel) for high loads asKincreases. Comparing Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, it can been

seen that the same trendsthat wereobserved withRayleigh fading in thedownlink, hold for all /i-factors. This resultcan

be seen more clearly inFig. 12. Ingeneral, MRC outperforms EGC for a low number ofusers with EGC outperforming

MRC with a large number ofinterferers. This observation again reflects how MRC combats noise while distorting the

orthogonality ofthe interference. In general, the improvement inthe BER curves for increasing /C-factors isgreater with

EGC. As thesecurves are plotted versus the number of interferers, thisagrees withintuition: EGCcombats interference

better than MRC.

Plotsof the BERfor CEin thedownlink forK = 0, K = 5, andK=10 are shown in Figs. 6,13,14. The SNRwascho

sen to be lOdB with p0 = 0.1. Thesecurvesweregenerated using Eq. (74).
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Fig. 11 BER versus thenumber of interferers (m=0,1 127) in thedownlink ofa Rician fading channel forMRC
using CLTand LLN approximations for (1) K=0, (2)K=5, (3) K=10,(4) K=15,(5) K=20, (6) K=25. N = 128.

BER
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Fig.12 BERversus thenumber of interferers (m= 0,1 127) fordifferent Rician K-factors using MRC:
K=0(1) and K=10(3) and EGC: K=0(2)andK=10 (4). Curves areshown for bothCLT and LLNapproximations.
The SNR is 10 dB and N = 128.
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As it can be seen from the plots, excellent performance is obtained with CE at a SNR of lOdB for K = 10 with

TLR = -13.8. With this threshold, the BER versus the number of interferers is flat and close to the theoretical minimum

of the noise-only channel with MRC detection. It can be seen that as die tf-factor increases, the performance of CE

approaches this limit.

BER
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# of interferers
Fig.13 BER versus thenumber of interferers (m= 0,1 127) in thedownlink ofa Rician fading channel for
MRC(1),EGC(2),andCE forTLR= -25.9 dB (3),TLR= -13.8 dB (4), andTLR= -9.0dB (5). TheSNR is
lOdB,p0 = 0.1, K = 5, and N = 128.
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le-05

0 50 100 # of interferers
Fig. 14 BER versus the number ofinterferers (m =0,1 127) inthe downlink ofaRician fading channel for
MRC (1), EGC (2), and CE forTLR = -7.8 dB (3), TLR = -25.9 dB (4), and TLR = -13.8 dB (5). The SNR is
lOdB,p0= 0.1, K = 10, and N = 128.
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chapter 6 Conclusion

In thisdocument, a novel digital modulation technique called Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiple Access wasintro

duced andanalyzed in bothRayleigh andRician fading channels. Theperformance of thistechnique, gauged by theaver

age bit error rate, was analytically and numerically evaluated for three equahzation techniques that fall under classical

diversity techniques. These techniques, Equal Gain Combining, Maximal Ratio Combining, and Controlled Equalization,

perform equalization in thefrequency domain, taking the component of each subcarrier (which represents the fading of

thechannel at a corresponding frequency) andperforming a multiplicative operation on thiscomponent.

MC-CDMA appears to bea newpromising spread spectrum-multiple access technique. It appears to bemosteffective

in thedownlink where phase control is most easily implemented. In thedownlink, it was found thatCEoutperforms EGC

andMRC in combating interference. It canalsooperate well inchannels with large delay spreads: anassumption of inde

pendent fading at the subcarriers corresponds toa DS-CDMA system in which thenumber of resolvable paths is equal to

the spreadingfactor. Since the F-parametercan be freelychosen, the spacingbetween subcarriers can be chosenso that

MC-CDMAwill exploit frequency diversity withoutexcessivespreadingfactors.

In the uplink of a MC-CDMA communications system, it was found that because of the lack of phase control the

codes andtheorthogonality between users is invalidated. Astheeffectiveness ofCEdepends onrestoring theorthogonal

itybetween users, it was notconsidered in theuplink. Thus, unless a remedy is applied tocompensate forthis deficiency,

die coding of the subcarriers has no effect and consequendy, the equalization techniques diat were considered have no

ability to combat the interference besides the redundancy in transmissions at multiple subcarriers. Thus, as one would

expect, MRC, which is the optimal equalization in a noise-only channel, outperforms EGC. A possible solution to the

phase distortion problem is predistortion in the transmitters. With this technique, each transmitter makes a measurement
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of thechannel andmodifies thesignal thatit transmits sothatat thereceiving end,thesignal thatis obtained is theoriginal

signal that it intended to transmit.

Fordownlink transmissions, the following pattern wasobserved. Fora very lownumber of users, MRC outperforms

all equalization techniques. This resultagrees withintuition since thiscorresponds to a noise-limited channel. For inter

ference-limited channels, CEoutperforms all techniques. This results because CEmakes a direct attempt at combating

interference. In between these two extremes, EGC performed the best fora "medium" load. While not distorting the

orthogonality between users as with MRC and while not overamplifying the noise as with CE, EGC finds the balance

between these extremes.

Thus, these equalization techniques have two conflicting goals: to combat noise and to combatinterference. In the

process ofcombating one form ofdegradation, the receiver becomes more susceptible tothe other. EGC may bedesirable

for its simpUcity, MRCin systems where a lownumber ofusers areexpected, andCEforinterference-limited channels. It

should be noted thatfuture communication systems tend to beheaded in thedirection of interference-limited channels, as

they attemptto multiplex as many usersas possible using the sameresources.

While these techniques are not optimal in the sense that they donot address the minimization of some performance

parameter, they are noteworthy for their relative simplicity and their intuitive feel for the underlying effects ofthe coding

of thesubcarriers. It should benoted thatalthough CEis notoptimal, it produces low BERs thatareclose to thetheoreti

calminimum that areobtainable in a noise-only Rician fading channel (using MRC) with K= 10. A more formal (and

more complicated) approach may be taken with multi-signal/multi-user detection tominimize the interference plus noise

power in thedecision process. With these schemes, each receiver considers the signals designated forall users simulta

neously to decide what was transmitted from the desired user.
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Appendix A: Statistical Properties of the Noise at the Input of
the Slicer

0.1 EGC and MRC

The calculationof the statisticalcharacterization of the noise at the inputof the slicerfor EGC and MRC are discussed

together because of theirmathematical similarities. Asgiven in Eq. (17), thenoise component is given as

n= E f n(t)-d0icos(2nfet+2n£t+Q0i)dt.
/-o kTb b b

(A-1)

Assuming that there are large number of subcarriers, i.e, N is large, thedistribution of the r| can be approximated by a

Gaussian distribution by the Central LimitTheorem (CLT). Themean of ^ is given as

0 0

£11 = T [JHn!t)-Ed0t,£{cos(2nfet4&c£tl0O )}dt =0.

The variance of t\ can be determined as follows

= £.

«S - E*
-N-lV+Vh

V f «('i) =AiC0S(2tfcf, +2n/£r, +90 .)<*/,

£ J »«2> jA/50* (2n^cf2 +2*/£'2+90 i> dt2
J-0 kTb b b

w_1JV_i(*+i)r6(*+i)rfc

5IE f J ^{n(tl)n(t2)}E{d0id0J}x

E{cos(2nfet1+2ni-tl+B0Jc<xi(2nfct2+2n£t2+e0j)}dtldt2
b b '

iv-ijv-i<*+iw*+»>r.
4*o

= EE f J ZaTb«i-'2)E{do,ido,j}
i-0j-0 H",

F _ .F£ {cos (2nfet1 +2n/—/j +60 ,)cos (2nfet2 +2n/—12 +60 ,)}rfr, Jr2
y6 ' lb

N-lN-llk+»Tt

/-oy-o trt y*

£{cos (2nfetl +2ni—/j +60 .) cos (2n/cf, +2nj£- f, +60 ,)} J/,
y6 ' Jb ,J
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N-lN-l „
2

imOjmO't,

£ J ^cos(2nF^/1+eo/-eo;) +lcos(4n/cr1 +2nF^/1+eo,+e )]*,
N-lN-l (k+l)Tb

"EEaWW^ J 2cos(2nF^+0o,/-Vdri
tmOjmO'b kT^ b

=1^4.^6=^4/ (A-3)
where the following approximationand identitywere used

(*+i)7-6

J cos (471/^! +2nFy^ tx +8Q .+0Q } dtx a0 (A-4)
kTb b • '

N-lN-l«+»T>

EE f 2C«(2nF^/1+90j.-e0.)dr1=0. (A-5)
/-Oy-O *rA *

^- l*J 2fc +F(i+j) i
The approximation ofEq. (A-4) holds if »—. This condition is satisfied with the carrier frequency (in the

Tb Tb
GHz range) and symbol rates (on the order ofMbauds/sec) ofinterest. Eq. (A-5) results from the integral over an integer

numberof the periodof a cosinewavewithperiod7\/ [F (/ -}) ] for/ *j.

0.1.1 EGC

ForEGC in a Rayleigh orRician fading channel, the variance ofthe noise is given as

*b

0.1.2 MRC

ForMRC in a Rayleigh or Rician fading channel, thevariance of thenoise is given as

o2 = N-Ep2 = 2-p0. (A-7)
*b *b
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0.2 CE

The derivation ofthe distribution ofthe noise for CE issimilar tothat ofEGC and MRC. Given that there are n0 sub-

carriers above the threshold indexed by;', the noise component in the decision variable is

(*+i)r6

11 =Edo.i / «(0^-cos(27i/cr+2n/^/+e0j.)rf/ =£Tl0//OJ. (A-8)
J kTb b b J

Asthenoise term is thesum of n0 independent random variables (r.v.), where n0 will belarge with a highprobability for

thevalues of pthresh of interest, thenoise canbeapproximated bytheCLT to bea zero-mean Gaussian r.v. witha variance

given in Eq. (A-3) as

2 N0 2
Vo^Or-Ky (A-9)

o

where Nhas been replaced by n0. For a Rayleigh fading channel, i.e., p0 f isRayleigh distributed, the variance of the

noise is given as

2 *0 1 1 _ (P)hrtih\°\] n0 S"07--=—£1 -=- (A-10)Tb2P0,iPron \2p0i)
where pQi is thelocal-mean powerof the ith subcarrier, £y(p) is theexponential integral defined as [17]

£, (p) =jC,, =-r-/„(p) - £ <±1V <*.,„
p n-l v *'

with y = 0.5772157, and the probability that a subcarrier isabove the threshold, pron, for Rayleigh fading isgiven as

p2 _pL«a

pron = J —e yo,'dp =e ">•' . (A-12)
P,»,„/°->

For Rician fading, the variance of the noise is given as

k+i ,
--^rPS

where

2 N0 1 1 r ,„ ,x -K 1 2p7, "'' ( \2K(K+1)\
<b2pQiiPron J pOfip0fi y a/ p0i. J

pron= J (K+l)e-«^e2»< ',QL P^W.. (A-14,
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Appendix B: Statistical Properties of the Interference (at the
Input to the Slicer)

The following statistical identities will be used

Eam[k] =^(-l)+^(l) =0 Ea2m[k] =A(-1)2+1(l)2 =1

Ecos2(QorQmi) =j±cos2~6mtid9m>i =± (B-1)

0.1 Uplink

0.1.1 EGC

Theinterference component, pJn/, for EGC isgiven as

M-l N-l

Kt = E *" [k] E C« [t] C0 [i] pm,iCO&~Qm,i' (B-2)
mm I 1-0

Since the in-phase component ofaRayleigh random variable, Pm|cos0m ,-, isGaussian and am [k] cm [i] c0 [i] e {-1,1},

ptn; consists of the sum of (M -1) xNiid Gaussian r.v.'s. Thus, p/n/ isGaussian with amean of

M-lN-l

£P/n,= E LE{a»[k]pmJCn>WCoW™emJ
m - 1 i - 0

M-\f N-l

=SLEam I*] E C* li] C°[i] Epm.iEJ^^^ 0 (B-3)
m-l /-0

and a variance of

°Ls (Af-1^£^mWp«,/cm[']c0[/]cosemjl}
=(Af- 1)ATc2 [/]c\[i]Ea2m[k]Ep2miEcoS>imJ

=\(M-l)NEp2m.= (M-l)p-m. (B-4)
If p0i hasa Rician distribution, thenthe interference can beapproximated by theCLTasa Gaussian r.v. since it consists

ofa sum of iidr.v.'s. Thus, p/nr will have the same mean and variance expression as inEq. (B-3) and Eq. (B-4). Note that

this is true for the variance of the interference since the local-mean power for Rayleigh and Rician fading are defined by

die same quantity

Pm~.i »lEP2m,r
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Conclusion

0.1.2 MRC

For MRC, the interference component is given as

M-l N-l

Kt » E fl« w E c«W^WPw.jPfti008^,,
m-l i-0

(B-5)

As p/n/ is composed of (M-1) xN iid r.v.'s, it can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution using the CLT for both

Rayleigh and Rician fading with a mean of

and a variance of

£Pi„, = (M-l)NE{am[k)pm,,<:„, [/]c0[«]cosem#/}

= (M-l)NEJ^)}cm[i]c0[i]EpmiEjo&^=0

*2 „°L = <A/-1)iV£^mWPm,/P0./Cm[']c0[l]cos(e0/-em/)}'

= (M- l)Nc2m [,] c\ [,] Ea2m [k]Ep2m{Ep20iEcos2 (QQJ-dmi)
2 _ (Af-1)

-2iM-1)NEp^Epo,i =11~N-±PmPo

0.2 Downlink

0.2.1 EGC

For downlink transmissionsusing EGC, the interference component is

r?-i
M-l

m-l

5-»
E P0,a- E P0,bj

y-o y-o

(B-6)

(B-7)

(B-8)

Applying the CLTindependently to both inner summations yields two identical Gaussian random variables. Thus, 6.
in

may be approximated by a zero-mean Gaussian r.v. with a variance of

°L° ^M-^Nal0Js (M-l)N(Ep2rE2p0{) =(M-l)N(2por^p0i)
= 2(M-l)(l-j)p0 (B-9)

for Rayleigh fading and

oj = (M-DNa2 =2(Af-l)(l-y)p0 (B-10)

for Rician fading, where
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Downlink

n e"K r K K -\2
Y=4(FTi)[(1+/0/o(I)+/c/»(f)] '

0.2.2 MRC

ForMRC in the downlink, die decisionvariable is given as

M-l

p\„,= Ea-W
m-l

6- J» ^
E pi.,- E p^

y-o y-o

(B-11)

(B-12)

Applying theCLTin the same manner aswithEGC, the interference can be approximated by a zero-mean Gaussian r.v.

with a variance of

aL= W-»N[EpA0ir(Ep2.)2) =(M-l)N(ip0^4p0t2) =(M^-)Ap2
for Rayleigh fading and

L=(m-.>"[£pS,-(*pS,(>') =(^)-^S
for Rician fading.
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Conclusion

Appendix C: Simplification of CLT Expressions

Assume the conditional BER to have the following general form

( \ 1 2 "\
2P

pr (error] p) = -erfc = j
M*p+<%

2<oL+°s>e *" dy. (C-1)

Assuming that p has a Gaussian distribution with mean u and variance a2,the average BER can be simplified asfollows

*"-JlC3' 2°' J ' dydp
72lto2

<p-H)J (jr+p)2

2a> H<A*^f
•i iJ,/<2n)V(o* +0^)1

rfprf*

2°2K+^>

{ji(o* +o1))-jr0J}1
- +|i2(o?, +o2)+xV

=Jo7(2n)2o2(o2 +oJ)

**•» «{)
>» +o»*.»p-

ii(o^ +aj1)-Jroy

x e

2^(rf *oJ)

dpdx

{H(oJ +aJ))-xcJ}J
*" +n'(o> +o»)+;rV

at +0I + 02 p'm n
P/., 1

-J»^L+0?+o2>
-"</*

1 (*+H)*

08 _2Vp +«*+<»'>

^/2n(aL+cn+a2)o

1 J <*«

( I i~* ^
= 5«r/c

'c^+oj +a2
Pint 1/
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